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ABSTRACT
Nanopartmles have been used as an approach to improve the pharmacodynamic and phannacokinetie properties
of various drues. Amino acids have been considered to be useful to make such nano particles because of
thocompatithe and biodegradable characteristic. The quantum mechanical method that was chosen to analyze in
ethio hexa peptide nano ring]. The structure of some peptide nanorrigs as well as their dipole moments and
energies have been studied by quantum chemical calculations within the Ousager self-consistent reaction field
(SCRF) model zing a Hartree-Fock method (RHF) at the RIIF/STO-30 (5D-7F). Radius of Gyration, Dipole
moment and Ramachandnm Plot are obtained to analyze the physicochemical characteristics of eyelo hexa
peptide nano rings. These rings are studied concerning the utilization as nanovehicles.
Keywords; Cyclohexa peptide nano rings; Harbee-Fock method (RHF); Radius of gynttioni Ramachandra]]
plot; Dipole moment

INTRODUCTION
Nanoparticles have been used as an approach to
improve the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic
properties of various drugs. They are used in body to
control drug release in the circulation, control of access
of the drug to specific sites and to deliver the drug at a
controlled rate to the action site. Vanous polymers are
used as nanopathicles for drug delivery research to
increase therapeutic benefit, and to minimize side
effects [1-4].
The flogs could be clustered by self-assembly to
produce peptide hollow nanofibers that can be defined
as the spontaneous organization of individual
components into an ordered structure [SI. The main
points of molecular self-assembly arc the complement
shape among the individual parts. Weak, non-covalent
interactions are die main involved bonds in nature
design nano-fabncation engineering principles [6-8].

Amino acids have not been considered to be
useful to make materials before. Short pepudes
are easy to design and synthesize, this makes them
an ideal model system for studying biological selfassembly. This class of biological materials has
considerable potential for drug delivery [8].
Moreover, proteins that undergo self-assembly
have been synthesized to form hydrogels sensitive
to pH and some other environmental changes.
Some biomimetic peptide and protein structures
combined with heme groups have also been
studied [9]. Specific peptides which forms
complexes vith metal and semiconducting
elements have been investigated [10]. While
empirical work already exists on the use of them:
systems, their development as bio-materials
for drug delthery requires a thorough scientific
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understanding of their interactions wilh conjugated
nanorings that together 'sense' the molecule of
interest. These efforts encouraged us to study about
materials in nanostmcture form using biological
constituents and control release properties.
Theoretical Background
To apply oh initio quantum mechanics to study
of cyclohexa peptide nano nngs (Fig. I) proteins
The quantum
is of practical importance.
mechanical method that was chosen to analyze in
of cycl hexa peptide nano sings is that of the
Hartree—Fock (HF) equations using atomic
orbital basis functions of type STO-3G. The HF
method is defmed as the most frequently used
type of al) Mina quantum calculation. Its wave
function minimizes the molecular energy. The
HF Hamiltonian is a function of its own orbital
eigcn-functions. and therefore the HI' equations
are solved self consistently. The energy error
inherent to the HF equations is quite small and
ignorable. The basis set used here is one of
Gaussian type, with atom-centered gmctions of

.

the form ficro(X,Y2)=xlymeelF2, where xdrsr are
the local (atom-centered) Cartesian coordinates,
(Bin are positive integers chosen to describe the
angular momentum of the orbital, and r is the
radial distance to the atomic center. Gaussian
basis functions allow evaluation of energy
integrals in closed analytical form, and for that
reason are widely used. STO-3G is a minimal
basis set that contracts three Gaussian functions
to approximate one Slater-type orbital. The
choice made here is to use a minimal basiI set, to
make possible calculation of results for the entire
molecules as whole entities. The Onsager theory
requires extensive variables describing the
macroscopic properties of molecules, finding the
dynamic coupling matrix, detemaining from the
local equilibrium entropy the thermodynamic
coupling matrix and then it follows that the
deviations of the extensive variables rotund their
equilibrium values are stationary, Gaussian,
Marko)/ processes. The singktime probability
density of the deviations is a Gaussiab entered
at zero with the covananec a ].

Tyelo[-(1)-Gly-Trsial)3I

CycloITD-Gly-Y-Alaff I

OH)Gly)3I

Cars 014D-Gly-T-11031
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Cyclo1D-Gly-L-Ser1.31

C6elol-(13-Giy-L- a- (N112)GI

Cyclo[ (0-Gi.0.- a- (C0011)G4)31

Cyclo[-(D-C -L-G1031

Fig. I. Cyclehexa nano peptide rings, top and cross vi ws.
Computational Details
In the present research, the structure of some moments and erwrges have been studied by
peptide nanorings as well as their dipole quantum mechanical calculations within We
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Onsage self-consistent reaction field (SCAPA
model using a Harlace-Fock method (RHF) at the
RHF/STO-30 (5D-7F) level. The structures are
design d by HyperChemTm 6.01 software and the
geometry of Cyclohexa peptide nano rings are
fully o timized in water solution at 310K .The
entire calculations are performed at Hartrec-fock
(HF) I vets on a Pentium 1V12.8 GHz personal
computer using Gaussian 98W program package,
invoking geometry optimizationD IT Geometry
generated from standard parameters is minimized
withou any constraint in the potential energy at
Haase Hock level, adopting the standard STO)
36 (5D-7F) basis set. The AO value for SCRF
ealeula ions based on the Onsager model is
calculated for all parameter, separately. Dipole
mome t is calculated in water solvent as well as
Gibbs ree energy DM By combination of VMD
1.8.2 the Radius of Gyration and also Phi and Psi
toted° in back bone of nanorings are
calculated [13]. Attention is drawn to the fact
that th calculations were based on optimized
gcome ries using Hart ree-Fock method and 8103G(50 7F) basis set which is the primary
approlmation is the central field approximation
and the wave function is described by for only a
few one-electron systems as the second
approlmation and STO-3G(5D-70) basis set.
The effect of a solvent can be Incorporated n
quantum-chemical calculations most easily y
consid ring it as a continuous dielectric medium,
charactenzed by a dielectric constant. T
electri field caused by the molecule induces a
polariz lion of the medium, which in turn acts n
the el ctrons in the molecule (Self-Consistent
Reaction Field, SCRF). The model thus contains

the quantum-mechanical description of the
molecule and a classical medium. In the
Gaussian program a simple approximation is
used in which the volume of the solute 's used to
compute the radius of a cavity which forms the
hipothetical surface of the molecule (Ii].
RESULTS
Radius of Gyration. A parameter charac dung
the size of a particle of any shape.
The radius of gyration of a protein, Rgds dined
Rg = 1 /M(: m,(r, — rcog)I) where M
and scow are the molecular weight and th center
of mass of the protein; ml and n are the mass and
position of each atom_ respectively. It represents
a mass-weighted root-mean square vcrage
distance of all atoms in a protein from it center
of mass, which con d characterize the overall
size of a protein. The radius of gyre ion of
Cyclo[(D-Gly-L- L s)3] is 5.8626 'A as the
maximum value and the related to Cy M-(1)Gly-L- a- (OH)Gly) j is calculated 3.7 II A,
which is minimum r dins in table'. Cy oB(DGly-L-Val)31 and Cy lo[(D-Gly-T-110)3] as well
as Cyclop(D-Gly-L-Glu)3] have the similar
amounts of 4.7036 A, 4.639 A 4 and 4. 663 A.
CycloRD-Gly-LCyclo[(D-Gly-T-Thr
MOM Cycled-(DG y-T- a- (NH2)Gly 3,1 and
Cyclo[-(D-Gly-L- a- (COOH)Gly)3] are in the
same size which dell ed 4.1750, 4.0658, 4 0184
and 4.6663 in angstr m scale. Cyclo[dD Gly-LAla43] and Cyclo[VD-Gly-L- a- (OH)GI )3] by
3.9368 A and 3.7411 A gyration radii in tant in
the same category. (T ble I)

T) PI 1 Pooulation ofatoms.AO alu f) SCRF calculations and r dius of gyration
Atomic
Gyration radius
AO value
population
Cycle lien peptide nano rings
(A)
(Al
(Atom/ring)
3.9368
51
5.47
Cyclok{D-Gly-L-Ma)31
6.04
4.7036
69
C'elok(O-Gly-L-Val.)31
6.18
4.6394
78
Cyclokti-Gly-L-11031
45
5.47
3.7411
Cyclo(-(D-Gly-t. a- (014)G1,)31
5.95
4.1750
63
CycloRD-613.-1,Thrl31
54
5.52
4.0658
CycloHD-Gly-L-Ser131
48
5.32
4.0184
Cycl01-(D-G121-1-- a- (NM)GlY)31
87
5.8626
Cyclol-(13-Gly-L- Lys)31
6.17
5
74
4 1332 [
51
eYel01-(D-Cly-L- a- (COOH)Gly)31
6.02
4.6663
66
Cyclol-(1)-Gly-i-D16)31
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The results show the same beh avior In
recommended AO for SCRF calculation. It is a
fact that by increasing the atomic population,
both Gyration radius and AO value increase,
(Table 1 & Fig. I).

;==1„, q,(c—rcom )where ch

charge of each atom and (cop is the center of
mass of the protein [1 5]. Due to the Table 2, it is
revealed that the maximum amount of dipole
moment is belong to Cyclo(D-Gly-L- Lys)3]
by the positive charge in amino groups, I94052
Debye, where Cycloi-(D-Gly-L-ALa)31. shows
the minimum value of 0.0548 Debye. CycloMDGly-L-Glu)31 which has negative charge
dispersed on external surface, has the maximum
amount of 18541 Debye and displaced in the
second rank in Table 2.

Dipole Moment
Electronic polarization of atoms and
orientational polarization of local dipoles were
resulted in regional dielectric constants ranging
from 1 to 20 inside the protein. The dipole
moment
is
defined
as

•
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Table 2. The physical characteristic of dipole moment arid stability of Cycle hen peptide Mario . ngs
Dipole moment
(Heine)
0.0548
1.0423
2.1119
2.6424
0.6351
2.1639
0.3298
19.4052
0.7152
3.8541

Cycle hen peptide nano rings
Cyclol-(1)-Gly4-34031
Cyclek(O-Gly-L4M1)31
Cycle4-(D-GIy4,41e)31
CycloA(D-Giy-L- a- (OH)Gly)31
CYclo[YD-Gly-L-Thr131
Cyclol-(D-Gly-L-Serth
(A112)CE)31
Cyclol-(11-Gly-L- Lys)31
Cyclol.-(0-Gly-L- a- (C0011101y)31
cyclop(D-G141—Clu)31
Gibbs Fre Energy Changes
Protein sta ility is quantitatively described by the
Gibbs free energy changes. The most important
quantity i the thermodynamic description of
folding or binding is the Gibbs energy (AG)
which is ompletely obtained if the enthalpy
(AH), ent opy (As) and heat capacity (AC)
changes are known at some reference
temperatures (TR):
AG = AH(T)- T AS(T)

(I)

AH(T)= AH (TR )+ f ACKIT

(2)

TR

AS(T)= AS(TR )+ AC „d In T

(3)

In most cases, the contributions to the Gibbs
energy of folding or binding can he separated
into the following main terms:

Gibbs free energy
changes (ke21/mol)
-840933 3840825
-986054.4462700
-1058613,6423575
-907363.7744925
.1052461.1328615
-979911 0719250
470573.5869150
-1161569.9587600
-1116761.3841615
-1260427.0146975

(4)
.
•
Where AGs.s contains the: contributions
typically associated with the form tion of
secondary and tertiary structure (van der Waals
interactions, hydrogen bonding, hyd tion and
conformational entropy). AGsk the i nization
effects, and Act, the contribution of the change
in translational degrees of freedom in he case of
folding
coupl d
to
binding
or
oligomerization.[16] Based on the T le 2 and
what is presented in Fig. 4, Cyclo1 (D-Gly-LG103] (A6=-1260427,0147 Keal(mcil has the
maximum of thermodynamically sta ility in
contrast to Cyclo[BD-615-L-4103], he most
unstable member of this group (AGCyclon(D-Gly-L-Val)3.1 and
840933.3841)
Cyclo[(D-Gly-L-Ser)3] are partially: rmlar as
well as Cyclok(D-Gly-L-11031 and c clo[-(DGly-L-11m)3].
AG =

Fig. 4. Stability of vaunting
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Ramachandran Plot
A Ratnachandran plot is a two-dimensional
gaph in the @Ay plane. The plot has the above
four major regions refcring the @ and vi angles
for protein residues. The @Ay angles formed in a
residue can be represented by a point in the
Ramachamiran plot. If the @au angles are in a
particular region, it is simply said that the
corresponding residue exist in that region.
Usually a well-refined structure has a high
percentage of residues in the most favorable
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region of the plot. Regarding the Ramachandran
plot of cyclohexa peptide nano rings,
individually, the data of Phi and Psi angles are
resulted (Table 3). Cyclo[-{D-Gly-L-Ser)3]
shows the more out of range angels in contrast to
Cyclo[-(D-Gly-L- a- (OH)Gly)3], Cyclo[-(DGly-T- a- (NH2)Gly)31 and Cycloi-(D-Gly-L- a(COOH)Gly)3] which are completely in
Ramachandran permitted areas.

Table, 3. Change of Phi and Psi angles in Cycle hexa peptide nano rings based on Ramachaudno plo
Cycle hexa peptide nano rings
()Romp-cis-imolai
Cyclot(O-Gly-L-Vel)3j
Cyclol-0)-Gly-Lalle)3i

Ammoacid il
Phi
11
3ly-5
49.2013
Ala-6
60.4525
Oly-5
-139.0484
Val-6
63 9075
Gly-5
442120
Ile-6
60.2405

CycioMROPI- a- 1011M13331
Cyclelt(D-Gly-L-Thrlfil

CyclolAD-Gly-L31

Cycle140-GIY-1,- a- (NH2)G1Y/31
Gantut(ll-Cly-L- Lys)3]

Tiv-6
Gly-1
Gly-3
0ly-5
Stir-2
Ser4
Ser-6
.
Gly-5
Lys-6

Cyclol-(D-Gly-L- a- (COOH}Gly)31
0yem(D-Gly-L-Glu)31

Gly-5
Gla-6

Psi
-175.8718
-179.4269
168.6061
-68.1733
179.4232
153,2551

A0.0793
59.8929
-119.6107
178.3352
-136.387
82 221
74.9452
39,4459

179.5603
155.5465
179.7954
152.7738
-171.127
-78 6333
-82.3283
-122,6489

66.4662
51.6777
-69.7178
57.5275

74.8592
-59.7583
71.7194
-56.7647

CONCLUSION
ft is very important to study the physicochemical factors, which will he useful to make rings close
properties of such nano rings as the basis of successfully. The data in Fig.2 and Table I. prove
building blocks of peptide nanotubes hollow that the changes in railins of gyration in cycl hexa
fibers as nano vehicles in drug delivery. The peptide nano rings is the same as AO vain for
temperatare of 310K (normal body temperature) is SCRF Onsager model calculations, and the atomic
chosen to calculate the situation, because of wide population, also. The atomic populatio is
range of time that the vectors have to be worked considered here as a factor which stands instead of
in body. Water is selected as the main solvent amino acid side chain size. It is found that the
based on the same goals. To apply the drugs for a contains lysine residues with atomic population of
certain purpose is an art which can not be valuable 87 Atoms and the ring has the ring maxi num
without the knowledge of physicochemical data. amount of radius of gyration (5.8626 A). T is is
The radius of gyration is one of the important not only important in matching the rings to gather.
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but also to docking the alas. The results confirm
that in water medium such as cells or blood which
contains mom than 754 of Water there is no effect
on decreasing the rings size, probably. Different
drugs with various dipole moments are the targets
of such vectors, therefore it IS important to
analpe the dipole moments individually to
choose the suitable ring(s) for certain goals.
Although both of Cycloi4D-4ily-L-a(NH2)Gly[3] and Cyclo[(T)-Gly-L-Lys)3]
containing amino group with positive charge in
side chain but it is revealed that the Lys
containing rag has more dipole moment amount
in comparison to Cyclo[-(D-Gly-L- a(NH2)Gly)3,1 as shown in Fig. 3. The difference
between these 2 rings s just in the 3 carbon
members which are in re in each branch of
Cyclo[CD-Gly-L- Lys)3]. May be because of
increasing in the size of rings, and 3 external arms
of mentioned ring, an imbalanced effect of chains
are . revealed more. Cy lo[-(D-Gly-L-Glu)3] is
found as the best ring with 3 negative charge in
around, if the high dipole moment is needed. To

I
I
choose such ring with very low dipole C clo[-(Dand
Gly-L Vel)3], Cyclo[CD-Gly-L-Thr))]
Cyclok-D-Gly-L-a-(COOH)Gly)31 are s ggested
and f nally Cyclo[CD-Gly-L-a-(NH2)01 )3] and
Cyeloi-(D-Gly-L-A1031 are the best for purpose
without any dipole moment (Table 2) The
stabil ty of molecules are the subsequcdt result of
Gibb free energy. Due to the EigA the Cycle
hexa peptide nano rings, can be classified to 3
classes. Cyclo[tlitGly-L-Ala)3], CyeloIRD-GlyCyclo[MD-Gly-L-aand
l-a4011)Gly)3]
ONINGly93] are categorized in class OM which
is unstable class and never suggested asidrug nano
vector, unless it is found a drug which is able to
decrease the Gibbs free energy amoudt. The. 2'
class. contains Cyclo I (D-Gly-L-Val)3-1, Cyclo[(Dtfily-L-Ile)3], Cyeloi(D-Gly-L-Th)31 and
Cyclo[CD-Gly-L-Se03]. These members are
moderate in stability. Emily the I" eh& contains
Cyclo [-(D-Gly-La(COOH)Gly)31 Cyclo[MDGly-L- Lys)11 and CycloMb-Glii-L-Glu)3]
referring to Gibbs free nergy.
ifIi.
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